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Human Resource Management 
•  Clinic managers spend up to 80% of time on Human Resource related 

issues- opening positions, interviewing, hiring, onboarding, training, 
evaluating and managing performance and dealing with behavioral 
issues.	

•  This effort is reduced if we maintain a highly skilled, efficient work force. 
Such a workforce pays for itself by ensuring that work is done right, on 
time and on budget.  This reduces risk, improves morale and work 
culture and enhances patient satisfaction.	

•  To develop a highly skilled, efficient work force it is important to 
communicate expectations from the day employees are hired and to 
provide them with constant data and feedback as to the results of their 
efforts.	

•  Use data and statistics to make informed decisions to evaluate, develop 
and retain staff	



Communication to Employees 
•  During the orientation period managers should review the Performance 

Evaluation tool with the employee so they understand exactly how their 
performance will be assessed.	

•  They should periodically (quarterly?) get feedback on how their 
performance is measuring up to established targets, with ability for staff 
and manager to discuss areas in need of improvement in a timely 
manner. 	

•  Providing periodic review sessions by means of comparing team 
statistics generates healthy competition between team members and can 
dispel misconceptions. 	

•  The actual Annual Performance Evaluation does not yield any surprises 
as employee has been reviewing their data through the year.	



Problems with Employee Evaluations 
•  Managers simply don’t know their employees	

•  Managers are not trained properly to have 1:1 discussion that will lead to 
beWer performance	

•  Reviews often become personal	

•  They are time consuming for managers	

•  They create an environment of anxiety for employee and manager	

•  They are mostly subjective	

•  Communication during performance evaluations is usually one way	

•  Often employees do not receive adequate information throughout the year 
that would allow them to improve prior to annual evaluation, which leads to 
tension when areas of opportunity are addressed during evaluation	



Results of Poorly Executed Evaluation 
•  Employee performance will not change due to subjective review.	

•  Employee with weak performance has not been placed on a “manage 
up” or “manage out” track.	

•  Employees may lose respect for manager who does not appear to 
understand what the employee does daily.	

•  Phenomenal employees may become frustrated if fellow team members 
who underperform receive the same feedback as those who perform at a 
higher level. 	



Goals of Effective Performance 
Evaluation 
•  Show the employee that you have a real grasp of their performance, 

earning their respect (you need data)	

•  Illustrate where the employee is doing well and where there is room for 
improvement (you need data)	

•  Use this time to “manage up” or “manage out” underperformers	

•  Communicate how their role and performance affects the mission of the 
organization as a whole	

•  Give the employee time to provide feedback on what is going well and 
what isn’t.	

•  All employees in the same job role are assessed consistently across all 
sites of the organization	



Developing Data Driven Review 
Metrics 
Design a set of targets/goals for each job role that:	

•  Are achievable	

•  Can be measured and aWributed to the employee	

•  Include a mix of individual and team oriented goals	

•  Reflect the core responsibilities in their job descriptions	

•  Align with broader organizational goals/initiatives	

	



Periodic Progress Report- Clinic Staff 



Annual 
Evaluation- 
Clinic Staff	



Front	Desk	BSC Casie	D Dorothy	B Katie	C Kyle	F LaShay	B Matt	M Micah	F Shawn	C

Sch	(.50) 190.50 55.50 34.50 111.00 88.00 64.50 71.00 201.50

Cxl	(.15) 3.15 2.70 1.20 1.20 2.85 2.85 2.25 3.45

Resch	(.25) 2.25 4.25 1.50 0.50 3.00 2.00 2.00 4.50

Cng	(.10) 0.70 3.30 0.50 1.10 0.50 1.50 2.50 1.70

Chk	In	(1) 86.00 602.00 326.00 241.00 216.00 500.00 790.00 404.00

Chk	Out	(.25) 159.50 52.50 22.50 208.25 82.75 28.75 49.50 149.75

Dollars	Posted 353,560.50 85,562.00 185,259.00 111,174.50

Copay 97% 99% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100%

Balance	Coll $382.94 $765.55 $75.18 $1,592.70 $5,294.93 $1,932.85 $2,257.00 $160.00

Reg	Qual 95% 98% 97% 97% 96% 98% 99% 98%

WQ	Fac 0.13 0.10 0.09 0.20 0.29 0.49 0.19 0.03

Claim	Edit 14 4 12 4

Charge	Review 165 1 115 14

Total	WVU 948 843 387 829 553 601 918 766

%	Work 5.2% 4.6% 2.1% 4.5% 3.0% 3.3% 5.0% 4.2%

Rank 1 3 8 4 7 6 2 5

Periodic Progress Report- Front Desk Staff	



Annual Evaluation- Front Desk Staff 
Name Casie	 Comparison
Sch	(.50) 901.00 436.29
Cxl	(.15) 16.35 11.61
Resch	(.25) 11.75 12.50
Cng	(.10) 4.80 7.19
Chk	In	(1) 530.00 2,124.00
Chk	Out	(.25) 752.25 420.71
Dollars	Posted $1,533,210 $279,273
Copay 99% 97%
Balance	Coll $3,254 $8,422
Reg	Qual 91% 94%
WQ	Fac 0.18 0.15
Claim	Edit 145 13
Charge	Review 1285 96
Total	WVU 4,407 3412
%	Work 13.9%
Rank 1



Conclusions 
•  Data driven reviews provide employees with factual feedback on 

performance.	

•  Reviews conducted as described in this presentation enforce the ‘manage up 
or manage out’	

•  Departmental or entity goals are beWer achieved when an employee 
understands the goals, their role in achieving those goals and can see 
supporting data throughout the process. 	

•  Providing data periodically (monthly/quarterly) to staff limits confusion 
during performance reviews as the employee understands where he or she 
stands and has had time to improve throughout the year. 	

•  Staff are more likely to respect a manager that provides data related to job 
function as it shows the manager is aware of and educated on the employees 
role. 	



Development 
•  Metrics created by John Bonini and Sterling Simcox of Duke Ortho for:	

•  Patient Service Associate	

•  Financial Care Counselors	

•  Certified Medical Assistant	

•  Phone Hub	

•  Surgical Coordinators	

•  Radiologic Technologist	

•  More information available upon request	


